Property Developers Forum Meeting

Agenda
8:30 – 10:30am, 8 June 2017
Priority One Boardroom, 29 Grey Street, Tauranga
Terms of Reference
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Property Development Forum (‘the forum’) is to draw on existing experience and to positively contribute to the ongoing evolution and
success of the SmartGrowth Strategy (‘the strategy’) as it undergoes its first full review and enters the second decade of its long term 50 year planning
horizon. The forum will enable direct property industry participation in the strategy review and subsequent strategy implementation in order to provide
vital private sector input, in collaboration with the strategy partners and lead agencies into the wide range of challenges faced in the sub-region, including
specific input into:






Land use and urban form, including the RPS and resulting City and District Plan responses.
Infrastructure planning, funding and implementation.
Housing affordability.
Development viability.
Economic growth.

2. Role
The role of the Property Development Forum (‘the forum’) is as follows:
a) Review of SmartGrowth Strategy
The forum will have direct input into the following aspects of the strategy review:
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The review project brief.
The review scope.
Research identification, scoping and implementation.
Representation and participation in the various strategy review work streams and associated workshops.
The Settlement Pattern Review.
The draft Strategy Review.

b) On-going SmartGrowth Strategy Input
Following the strategy review the Forum will have ongoing input into the strategy implementation including the following specific aspects:




3.

Providing input and feedback in respect of partner projects relating to strategy actions where such input is sought by the SmartGrowth
Strategic (Managers) Group (SSG) projects
Monitoring of strategy actions.
The development of statutory and non statutory policies by the SmartGrowth Partners that either arise from the strategy or have the potential
to impact on the strategy.
SmartGrowth representations to regional and national forums and central government.

Membership

The Property Development Forum (‘the forum’) membership consists of representation from the following property industry sectors:








Property Industry Representative Organisations eg Property Council of New Zealand.
Landowners / Developers.
Land Developers and Subdividers.
Property Developers – Residential and Commercial.
Property Industry - Management Consultancies.
Property Industry – Professional Services Consultancies.
Building Contractors – Residential and Commercial.
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4.

Other SmartGrowth Forums and the SmartGrowth Strategic (Managers) Group (SSG) – Linkages and Reporting

In order to provide transparency, a member (an alternate can be appointed) of the other SmartGrowth Forums and the SSG (as selected by those groups)
will be invited to attend and participate in the Property Development Forum meetings.
For consistency, only the members nominated by each individual forum / group shall attend these meetings. These members will be able to report back to
their respective forum / groups on the Property Development Forum meetings.
A reciprocal arrangement will also apply allowing the Property Development Forum to appoint a member (alternate can be appointed) to attend and
contribute to the Strategic Partner Forum. Meeting minutes and reports for each of the forums will be circulated to the other forums.
5. SmartGrowth Leadership Group (SLG) – Linkages and Reporting
The forum members are able to present to the SmartGrowth Leadership Group at any of the formal meetings with agreement of SLG Chair and at any
agreed workshops, held between SLG and the forum. Every six months SLG has a workshop with the individual forums to discuss a range of matters and
issues.
The minutes of the forum meetings are provided to SLG as part of the regular reporting process and any particular issues are drawn out and highlighted in
the bi-monthly report presented to SLG by the Independent Chair and Implementation Adviser.
The minutes are also provided to the SmartGrowth Strategic (Managers) Group for information and for actioning of any particular matters.
6. Information Provision and Feedback
Relevant draft reports, ideas, submissions, and proposed initiatives are provided to the Forum for discussion and input prior to matters going to SLG. These
may be part of a meeting agenda item, or if between meetings, circulated by email to the Forum Chair, for feedback.
7. Meeting Attendance and Presentations
The Independent Chair and Implementation Advisor may attend meetings from time to time, provide written reports, advice and seek input on various
matters. There are also a range of presentations on matters of interest to SmartGrowth Leadership Group and to Forum members.
SLG members may also be invited to attend the Forum from time to time.
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Property Developers Forum – Membership (PDF)
Members
Jeff Fletcher (Chair)
Puhirake Ihaka
Maru Tapsell
Peter Cooney
Aaron Collier
Andrew Collins
Bob Clarkson
Bob Thorne
Brian Goldstone
Brian Stevenson
Colin Kemeys
Craig Batchelar
David Needham
David Page
Fraser Sanderson
Grant Cowles
Grant Downing
Jason McClintoch
Jim Lochhead
Mark Maystone

Representation/Group
Bconn/Te Tumu Landowners Group
Combined Tangata Whenua Forum
CTWF
Classic Builders
Aurecon
Harrison Grierson
Independent Landowner
Thorne Group
Goldstones
Bluehaven
Stratum
Boffa Miskell
Harrison Grierson
Neil Group
Sanderson Group
S&L Consultants
Element IMF
Certified Builders
Carrus Corp
Maniaroa

Members
Steve Short
Tim McBride
Petr Koch
Richard Coles
Scott Adams
Simon Maxwell
Dave MacFarlane
Roku Mihinui

Representation/Group
Independent
S+L Consultants
Hawridge
MPad
Carrus Corp
The Lakes
Independent
Te Arawa
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Welcome
8:30am

1. Apologies

Chair

2. Previous minutes and actions from 6 April 2017 (Paper A)
8:35am

Chair
Submission on the Urban Development Authorities
http://www.smartgrowthbop.org.nz/media/1816/smartgrowthsubmission-uda-discussion-document-final-100517-002.pdf

Key Updates
3. Compact City Project and Advisory Panel – Update
8:45am

http://www.smartgrowthbop.org.nz/media/1814/slg-agendapapers-17-may-2017.pdf

Michael Tucker / Doug Spittle

8:55am

4. Western Bay of Plenty District Council – Update

Phillip Martelli

9:05am

5. Action 11A4 – Combined Consultation Policy update

Shad Rolleston

9:15am

6. The Infrastructure Development Code Review Project

Che Hedges

9:20am

7. Regional Council activities

James Low

Strategic Long Term SmartGrowth Planning
9:25am

8. National Policy Statement for Urban Development Capacity
(NPS) and progressing the SmartGrowth Settlement Pattern
Review projects – update on progress and the SmartGrowth

Ken Tremaine
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Technical Implementation Group that is co-ordinating this work
across the SmartGrowth Councils
Please note: The first requirement of the NPS came into force
on 1 June 2017 – monitoring market indicators.
A new Housing Affordability Measure has also been released.
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/housingproperty/sector-information-and-statistics/housingaffordability-measure
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/housingproperty/sector-information-and-statistics/documents-andimages-library/HAM%20v%201.0%20Results%20Paper.pdf
See page 15 for regional results.
9:40am

9. First Gas Limited Presentation - plans for natural gas
reticulation in Tauranga

10:00am

10. Housing Needs Assessment - new SmartGrowth project
(Scoping Paper B)

Clem Cook

Assessing the need for housing across the spectrum
A new SmartGrowth project is underway to gather up to date data and
analysis on the western Bay’s community needs for social and affordable
housing. The Housing Needs Assessment will look at both short, medium
and long-term needs and actions for housing. SmartGrowth’s independent
chair, Bill Wasley, formed a ‘Housing We Need’ reference group following
discussions with the Housing Affordability and Social Sector Forums. Both
the reference group and the Sustainable Housing in the Bay of Plenty
strategic advice paper for community funders (June 2016) highlighted the
urgent need for a comprehensive housing needs assessment. Having one
agreed evidence base all partners can plan and work from has been a pillar
of the SmartGrowth approach throughout its 17-year existence. It ensures

Bernie Walsh
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alignment of strategies and planning and funding processes across
partners, and drives strong collective action and advocacy.

General Business & Recommendations To SmartGrowth Leadership Group
10.20am

11. Any other general business.

All

12. Key message to SmartGrowth Leadership Group
10.25am

10.30am

13. Bernie Walsh would like to talk to a request from the Bay of
Plenty District Health Board to engage with the Property
Developers Forum.
Meeting Close – Next Meeting Thursday 3 August 2017,
Priority One Boardroom, 29 Grey Street, Tauranga

Bernie Walsh

Chair
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Paper A

SmartGrowth Property Developers Forum
Priority One Boardroom, 29 Grey Street, Tauranga
Thursday 6 April 8:30-10:30am
Forum Members
Present

Jeff Fletcher (Chair), Grant Downing (Element IMF), Belinda Taurua-Hill (BCD Group), Scott Hamilton (Quayside), Scott Adams
(Carrus), Matt Mcnaughten (Barrett Homes), Triston Shannon (Barrett Homes), Dave MacFarlane (MANTRA)

SmartGrowth
Other

Karen Summerhays (People & Place)

Partner staff

Che Hedges (TCC)
Apologies: Christine Jones (TCC), Phillip Martelli (WBOPDC)
Jeff Hextall, Aaron Collier, Andrew Collins (Harrison Grierson), Colin Booth, Dwayne Roper, Brian Stevenson (Bluehaven Holdings)

Apologies (forum
members)
Previous minutes and
matters arising

Agenda #3
Agenda #4

The previous minutes were accepted by the forum.

Compact City
Update
Infrastructure
Development
Code review

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017

No update received
Che’ Hedges provided an update: the Review seeks to better alignment and efficiency and to improve the
relationship between Council engineers and the RMA processes.

Page 1
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City Plan performance standards will be included. Clarifying the ‘why’ Council is choosing a particular pathway
upfront of the process
The ‘building’ area of the Infrastructure Development Code is under complete external review (BDO)
There will be consultation on the Geotech component after it has been reviewed by accredited Geotech
practitioners. In 2-3 weeks and there will be a 3 weeks consultation period
The Infrastructure Development Code Panel will produce a draft document
Land locking and easement/ access work is still a work in progress and there is an undertaking to work with PDF
A Development Application Template (unified across all departments) for general applications is presently
being tested
Jeff F agreed the TCC is on the right track and want the report to include intent and content.
In reply to a question of who and how TCC is going to talk to, Che’ replied there will be a Infrastructure
Development Code register and they will be working through PDF and other networks... the more people the
better although as ‘joe blogs’ is not really in that space the feedback from Councils and developers are the most
important . It was noted that the other SG forums may also have an interest.
WBOPDC may adopt the TCC Infrastructure Development Code as a joint code in the future the challenges are
between Alpha 1 and WBOPDC systems

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017
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There is some work happening for unified Infrastructure Development Code nationally. Che’ is on the focus
group which is being funded by Hynds the 3 areas they are looking at presently are : Hydrogen sulphide
corrosion, inflow & infiltration and unified standards e.g. approved materials
Any queries or feedback please contact: Che Hedges Che.Hedges@tauranga.govt.nz
Agenda #5

WBOPDC Update

Agenda #6

RC Update

No Update received

Agenda #7

Action 11A4

No update received

Agenda #8

Social
Infrastructure
Providers (SIP)
Network report
back

Karen provided an update (in the absence of Andrew Collins ( PDF rep of SIP))

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017

Phillip Martelli provided the following via email update:
•
Staff are due to report to Council in June on the feasibility of the Busby Road UGA in Katikati.
•
putting a paper to Council to bring forward to the next financial year a review of the next stage
for development in Omokoroa, as at current growth rates there is 9 years of capacity which does not
meet the National Policy Statement on UDC.

Meets as an informal networking group are trialling a new format to encourage more participation.. Councils
are members as they are providers. Met in March at High Performance Sports Centre. Next meeting June 2017.
TCC Innovation Hub to host next meeting in June. Highlighted need to share project synergies e.g. Katikati
Community Centre learnings. Need to keep focus on social infrastructure and share learnings and opportunities
Page 3
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Agenda #9

Agenda #10

NPSUDC

Ken Tremaine was to provide an update at the Position Paper Hui so in the expectation of that, there is no
report available for this meeting.

Action

Karen to ask Ken for an update from the TIG process re National Policy Statement Urban Development Capacity
/ SG submission to Urban Development Authority Discussion Paper and email to the Forum members

Housing we need update

Karen provided an update on the progress towards a joined up conversation on THWN. A meeting of stakeholders
is to be held on the 11th and 26th of April. It was decided that Dave MacFarlane would attend the meeting as Jeff
was unavailable.
Dave to attend THWN meeting 11th/26th April

Action
Agenda #11

Position Paper
Response

Karen provided an update on the process. The joint forums hui has been postponed until early June. The key
reason for the delay is to enable more time for finalising responses and circulating full and final information to
all attendees and forum chairs and members. Council managers and elected members are still in the process of
discussing and finalising for themselves the information they would like to provide for the hui – and their joint
response.

Agenda #12

Housing
Affordability
Forum (HAF)
Update, rep on
HAF.

Housing Affordability Forum (HAF) progressing pilot project. Led by HAF working group - about to confirm
Registration of Interest document, calling for parties interested in developing a proposal. Western Bay of Plenty
DC is making land available within the Omokoroa SHA for an affordable housing pilot project. Two sites have
been identified, one in stage 2 for development early next year, and one for a later stage with timing
dependent upon the speed of the market. Comms support from SmartGrowth for project; some project
management support may be necessary too. HAF chair liaising with councils.

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017
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Dave MacFarlane offered to be the PDF representative on the HAF
Membership

SG office is presently updating forum membership lists.
PDF Members may be contacted to take part in the independent SmartGrowth engagement research.

Action

Dave to attend HAF
SG office to add Dave MacFarlane to HAF membership list

Agenda #13

General Business

Life When Renting Summit: Karen reminded the members that the western BOP case study, initiated by
PATAG, will be presented to a summit to be held on the 30 May at the Mount Club. RSVP to ruth@cresa.co.nz
The Lakes Area Review: All the Forums have been invited to undertake a review of the lakes Area
(residential/commercial/ industrial). This review would be taken through the eyes of the Forum’s Position
Paper and after sharing, and joining up, the information with the other Forums be formally reported back to
TCC. It was noted that this aligns with the ‘review and monitoring’ phases of the recommended planning
guidelines. The members felt that it was not appropriate to ‘review’ each other’s work and would prefer to
provide timelines and context of decision making throughout the development.
Scott Adams and Grant Downing offered to assist with this project as they both have a close connection to the
area so therefore have the relevant information needed. Karen will keep in touch with them.

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017
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Agenda #14

Recommendations PDF seek a SmartGrowth Partner Strategy and Policy Integration Plan be prepared to show the linkages
to SLG
between the various project, strategy, policy and research works being carried out by the SmartGrowth
Partners together with external agency / authority workstreams either underway or being considered.
This would include regulatory and non-regulatory workstreams.
The purpose of this is to ensure that there is ‘join-up’ approaches and thinking considered and
accommodated, where appropriate, in the numerous project, strategy, policy and research works being
carried out by the SmartGrowth Partners.
The plan once developed would be updated bi-monthly.

Meeting Closed: 10.30 am

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017

Next Forum meeting: 8:30am – 10:30am on Thursday 8 June 2017, Priority One Boardroom.

Page 6
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PROPERTY DEVELOPERS FORUM OUTSTANDING ACTIONS LIST
Action No:

Meeting

Description

1

November

Updates on the CC Advisory Panel to be provided at each PDF meeting. - Ongoing

2

November

Action 11A4 - Combined Consultation Policy update to remain on future agendas. - Ongoing

3

November

Update re Infrastructure Development Code review project to be brought to each PDF meeting - Ongoing

4.

February

All Members are welcome to provide feedback or discuss any Infrastructure Development Code matters with Che.

5.

February

Doug Spittle to report to the next meeting the outcome of the first City Transformation Committee meeting

6.

February

7.

April

8.

April

James Low to invite appropriate staff to update the Forum on public transport Blueprint, sea level rise and floodable
areas.
Karen to ask Ken for an update from the TIG process re National Policy Statement Urban Development Capacity /
SmartGrowth submission to Urban Development Authority Discussion Paper and email to the Forum members
Dave M to attend The Housing We Need meeting 11th/26th April

9.

April

Dave M to attend HAF. SG office to add Dave MacFarlane to HAF membership list

PDF Draft Meeting Minutes 6 April 2017
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Paper B

Group Name

Housing Reference Group

Date

18 May 2017

Author (s)

Project scoping working group – Anne Pankhurst, Bill Wasley, Bernie
Walsh, Jodie Rickard, Alastair Rhodes, Simone Coeurs

Purpose

Overview – scoping of work for the housing needs assessment for
western Bay of Plenty

Housing Needs Assessment – Scoping Paper
Why is this analysis is important and needed?
The SmartGrowth ‘Housing We Need’ reference group and the Sustainable Housing in the
Bay of Plenty strategic advice paper for community funders (June 2016) have both
highlighted the need for a comprehensive housing needs assessment evidence-base to assist
with a range of strategic decisions across multiple agencies. Having one agreed evidence
base all partners plan and work from has been a pillar of the SmartGrowth approach
throughout its 17-year existence. It ensures alignment of strategies and planning and
funding processes across partners, and drives strong collective action and advocacy.
Why now?
Housing provision and housing assistance needs to be responsive to changes in the levels of
housing need and demand. A housing needs assessment can play an important role in
assisting organisations with their decision-making, prioritisation and resource allocation and
funding actions. As recent statistics released by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment have shown, and many local advocacy agencies have argued, housing
affordability is a major issue for the western Bay of Plenty – now and in the future. It
requires both an urgent and a long-term response to address the issues in a sustained and
successful manner. This will require multiple agencies to work together for decades.
What will this work deliver?
The housing needs assessment will:
-

Use existing research and data to identify issues and analyse trends, including
analysis of the existing housing supply
Provide indicative future housing requirements, based on this analysis
Consider the existing policy settings (at both national and local level) and consider
any barriers these have to meeting the future housing requirements
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It will also provide recommendations for changes to make to remove barriers or to provide
incentives to deliver future housing requirements. It should also identify those barriers to
expanding affordable housing supply, especially for low-income households.
The housing needs assessment we are seeking has the goal of articulating (through engaging
presentation and up to date and robust data and evidence) the housing we need for our
community.
We envisage three parts to this work:
1. A snapshot of the current housing stock and any major challenges or issues with
that stock in terms of meeting our community’s housing needs; scan of existing data
and reports including highlighting what we don’t have in terms of data and research;
Square metre analysis – figures across the housing spectrum
2. A future view of what we need to meet our community’s housing needs i.e. likely
growth in need out over the next 10 years and also 25 years.
3. Any gaps between 1 and 2, particularly focused on the quantity and nature of
housing need to meet the changing nature of our community and its needs.
Included in the analysis of 3 will be an investigation and analysis into why the sub-region isn’t
getting the housing that we need (barriers) and any possible policy and funding models to
address those barriers including changes to central and local government policy settings.
The analysis will cover two time periods – in the short to medium term (next 10 years) and in
the long term (25 years +). It should be clearly stated if any constraints or assumptions that
are embedded in the analysis. This first stage of work will inform and determine any secondary
research, analysis or data that the sub-region needs. It will immediately provide a strong
platform for agreeing collective actions and advocacy. We will require an executive summary
within the report with strong key messages/ what does this mean for advocacy actions.
Other relevant work – National Policy Statement for Urban Development Capacity
This work is complementary to the housing and business development capacity assessment
work that councils are required to carry out by the end of 2017 under the National Policy
Statement for Urban Development Capacity.
The development capacity assessment focusses primarily on ensuring the availability of land
for development in response to demand ( from population growth, but also considering the
type, location and price point that is most in demand).
This housing needs assessment will provide a more detailed analysis of the type, tenure and
price of housing the community will need. The assessment will focus primarily on the ‘social’
and ‘affordable’ areas of the housing continuum (see paper 1 attached).
Building on existing work
A considerable amount of research has already been completed on different parts of the
housing continuum.
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These reports provide useful data for a comprehensive housing needs assessment. Collation
of information from existing research and ensuring it is up to date will be the first phase of
the housing needs assessment.
Key outcome of the work
With a focus on the ‘social’ and ‘affordable’ end of the housing continuum, the housing
needs assessment will give us





a strategic view of housing need and demand across the spectrum of what our
community needs in the short, medium and long term (see paper 1 attached);
a sound approach to planning for the mix of households’ housing needs in the
medium to long term;
data to support the need for integration of different strategies and influencing
design and delivery on the ground;
an assessment of the level of social, affordable and market housing required in an
area that tells a complete story of the housing we need in our sub-region and any
gaps in our knowledge that need addressing.

The scope of this work will cover the immediate priority of future housing needs with
specific technical analysis of the type of housing required in the western Bay of Plenty subregion.
Overall, combined with our National Policy Statement response, we are seeking to have as a
sub-region - a summarised, comprehensive and in-depth understanding of future housing
needs across the spectrum from social to affordable and by the market (see Paper 1).
Attachment 1: The Housing We Need in western Bay of Plenty – draft housing continuum
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The Housing we Need in wBOP – A Joined Up Conversation - draft housing continuum April 2017
Accessible Properties - community housing
providers
Nga Potiki a Tamapahore

Accessible Properties
– 1124 current dwellings
– 152 more planned

Women’s refuge

Housing NZ (retained approx. 220 dwellings)

Men’s Homeless Shelter

MSD planned 150 more social housing
TCHT
Salvation Army
Te Tuinga Whanau

Homes of Choice Ltd

Te Tomika Trust

Mangatawa Papamoa
Blocks Inc

Arndt House

Development
community

Maori Trusts

TCC Elder Housing
Habitat for Humanity

MSD funded 55 emergency houses

Te Tuinga Whanau whare

Compact City

WBOPDC Elder Housing

TCHT

HAF – Omokoroa
project
Community funders

Greenfield growth area
structure planning –
Tauriko West, Te Tumu,
Keenan Road

Vincent House
Special Housing Areas

Abbeyfield
NZ Housing
Foundation

Social

Affordable

Market

Research – Complete or Underway

Strategies – Complete or Underway

Programmes

NPSUDC – Housing Assessment – Due December
2017
Hidden Homeless – Hatch Report 2016
Sustainable Housing in the Bay of Plenty 2016
Submission to cross party homelessness enquiry
– Tauranga 2016
Older Persons Renting
Co-Housing for Older Persons

SmartGrowth Strategy 2013
SmartGrowth Settlement Pattern
NPSUDC – Housing Assessment – Due
December 2017
Tauranga Urban Strategy – December 2017
Joint Agency Group (JAG) facilitate Papakainga
housing and development on Settlement land
Our Community Project – proposed Housing
First hub

Healthy Homes (COBOP, DHB
Universal Design (LifeMark)

WBOPDC Seasonal Worker Accommodation
Research

A Healthy Whare Project
Project Wai Ora
MSD new build social housing 150 dwellings in
TCC, 20 dwellings in WBOPDC. Seeking land
now (fund 32% construction costs to CHPs)
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